LAND EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE MATERA_MICE
TCM222

Meeting at 08.30 with the authorized professional guide of Basilicata Region and departure to MATERA. This tour will drive you to
the “Sassi”, the ancient quarters of Matera, inscribed on the World Heritage List on behalf of UNESCO and Capital of Culture in 2019.
Matera is well known for its rock-hewn churches, some of them are also underground churches, and it had become an impressive
setting for the representation of the biblical scenes of Colossal films such as “il Vangelo secondo Matteo” by P. Pasolini, the Passion
with the famous actor M. Gibson and the latest remake of Ben Hur with Jack Huston. You will enjoy a delicious 02 courses stop lunch
at the panoramic restaurant Le Bubbole in the very centre. Free time at disposal to explore “lamioni” the local craftsman shops. Back
to the hotel. In case your meeting schedule will allow it, it is possible to skip the shopping time and insert a deviation to visit a “forno”,
local bakeries are worldly renown because of the DOP Altamura bread. We can even eventually arrange a team building activity such
as film-making from a minimum of 35 to a maximum 100 pax evoking some dramatic historical set held in Matera- quote on request.
Estimated total time for activity: 6 hours / 8 hours with Altamura
EVERY DAY UPON REQUEST

Minimum 35 participants
PRICE PER PERSON starting from

€ 45,00+ VAT 22%

Included:
Professional Guide service, two-ways radios, Gt coach, water, insurance, parking
Non included:
tips, personal expenses, everything not specified
Light lunch 2 courses – starting from
1 main course, 1 dessert, local wine and cafe
Supplement for Roof garden seating

€ 35,00+ VAT 10%
€ 15,00 + VAT 10%

TIPS: we recommend to wear comfortable shoes because of steps and of the approx. 2 hours walking itinerary
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